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“We shouldn’t scrap pixel count entirely 
when weighing smartphone cameras, but 

in terms of the hardware and software 
details that actually go into making a 
great photo, megapixels are highly 

overrated. It’s high time we focus on other 
areas that count more, like that 

undersung sensor.”

Jessica Dolcourt,
CNET

May 12, 2012

•••

INTRODUCTION

HTC One will be the first to feature HTC UltraPixel 

Camera - an advanced imaging technology that offers a 

great leap in the quality of point-and-shoot photos and 

video. Smartphones have rapidly become the primary 

camera for millions of people and taking pictures an 

indispensible part of daily life. HTC is committed to 

offering the highest quality camera available, so even 

everyday pictures are gratifying and memorable.

With our new camera, users will be able to quickly 

shoot vivid, true-to-life images with a wide range of 

colors, even in low light conditions. We accomplish 

this not by increasing the number of megapixels in the 

camera, but by engineering a more advanced CMOS 

Sensor, Image Signal Processor (ISP), and optical lens 

system that captures significantly more light than most 

8 or 13 megapixel cameras.

This White Paper describes the key components of 

ImageSense technology, which include:  

•••	 UltraPixel Sensor - Engineered with larger

 pixels, it enables each pixel to capture more than

 300% more light than most leading 13 mega-

 pixel cameras.

•••	 HTC ImageChip - Offers continuous autofocus,

 color shading, and noise reduction, as well as 

 more realistic High Dynamic Range.

•••	 F2.0 Aperture - The largest available on smart-

phone camera, it lets in 44% more light than the 

iPhone 5.

•••	 Optical Image Stabilization - Drastically reduces 

blur in still photos and shaky video footage.

HTC ULTRAPIXEL CAMERA 
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ULTRAPIXEL SENSOR :  LET THERE BE MORE LIGHT

For years, a misconception among most consumers is 

that the higher the megapixel count, the better quality 

of images. Actually, the number of megapixels is only 

one of a myriad of factors that determine picture  

quality, with sensors and image processors each  

playing a critical role.

However, year after year manufacturers try to outdo 

each other with higher megapixels. How? By  

reducing the size of the pixels to cram more in, which  

in some cases can be detrimental to image quality. 

That’s because the smaller the pixel, the less light  

each one collects. This results in more visible noise  

and other defects in both still images and video.

It’s a fundamental tenet of digital photography that 

the more light that a camera can capture, the more 

information it can record, thereby creating consistently 

better pictures in more varied conditions and lighting 

environments. 

HTC’s approach is to offer larger pixels in the new  

sensor that can capture 300% more light than many 

of the 13 megapixel cameras on the market. Because 

larger pixels record more light and data, the resulting 

photos display more shades and greater color accuracy.  
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ULTRAPIXELS AND SENSOR SIZE

The new sensor offers the largest pixel size on a  

smartphone, which can capture significantly more light.

HTC One

It’s a ‘has to be seen to be believed’ type of experience. 

Look at the sample photos below and in the appendix 

to see the difference.

Leading Competition

Shot in ‘real-world’ conditions at the bar, no flash. Count how many 

eyes you can see clearly…

More comparative samples between leading competitions can be found in the Appendix.
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ULTRAPIXELS AND SENSOR SIZE

HTC has made a deliberate choice to focus on photo 

quality with bigger pixel size over just total pixel count. 

The 1/3’ sensor size on the HTC One is equivalent to the 

sensor size found on other 8MP or 13MP smartphone 

cameras. 

Because of the ample amount of information recorded 

on each photo, images captured with HTC’s camera 

look absolutely stunning on large computer monitors 

and HDTVs. They can be printed as high quality photo 

books or prints at full resolution up to at least 8” x 10”.  

Even the most casually clicked photo reveals a pristine 

level of clarity and detail.

The 2.0 micrometer UltraPixel has effectively twice the surface area of the typical 1.4 micrometer pixel found 

on 8 MP solutions from leading competitors and far larger than the 1.1 micrometer pixel on 13 MP sensors. 

However, UltraPixels are larger than ordinary pixels, 

and take up more space on the sensor. So there are less 

megapixels - the HTC One take photos at 4 megapixels 

resolution, but the quality of each pixel is substantially 

higher than the industry average. 

Another benefit of the new sensor is that the 

actual file size of each image is smaller, requiring 

little, if any, compression when sharing, uploading, 

backing up, or storing in the cloud, This maintains 

the captured image’s inherent quality.
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PIXEL SIZE COMPARISON

SURFACE AREA (mm2)

CANON NIKON FUJI SONY NOKIA SAMSUNG APPLE HTC

5.0 mm2

6.0 mm2

Canon
S110

Nikon
Coolpix

800c

Fujifilm
X10

Sony
RX100

Sony
Xperia

Z

Nokia
N8

Samsung
Galaxy 

S3

Apple 
iPhone

4

HTC
ONE

HTC
One X

Apple
iPhone
4S / 5

Samsung 
Galaxy
Camera

4.0 mm2

3.0 mm2

2.0 mm2

1.0 mm2

Nokia
808 / 920
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NEXT LEVEL PROCESSING POWER WITH IMAGECHIP

In order to provide the best quality on our 

camera, we have designed our own HTC Im-

ageChip to perform some of the processing 

at the hardware level. Working closely with 

our hardware vendors, we carefully 

engineered features on the ImageChip to 

optimize the ISP (Image Signal Processor), 

including several proprietary algorithms that 

offer benefits such as:

Continuous
Auto Focus

••• We have developed our algorithm to improve 

focusing speed significantly to an average of less 

than 200ms for a full distance scan. This is almost 

instantaneous, and less than an average human 

blink. You will practically never see your images 

out of focus.

De-noise
processing 

••• While our system already employs the largest 

pixel size and largest aperture found on a smart-

phone, noise is always an artifact when a light 

threshold level is reached. De-noise processing 

helps cleanly remove noise captured both on the 

main camera and the front camera.

Lens Compensation 
& Color Shading 

••• Due to the curvature of the lens and the way 

light flows, the physics of a lens naturally creates 

darker spots near the edge. With an algorithm 

designed specifically for our lens, we can process 

and compensate the color shading.

Real-time
Video HDR

••• During video capturing, the dynamic range can 

be boosted up to ~92dB to match the human eye 

capabilities. The sensor captures interlaced frames 

up to 60fps with high and low exposure values, 

while the ImageChip hardware processes the 

frames in real time to create the HDR frames. This 

is powerful enough so even full HD 1080P video 

capturing can utilize an “always on” HDR function. 
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F/2.0 APERTURE - BETTER BY A WIDE MARGIN

You may remember from Photography 101 that aperture 

is the size to which a camera lens opens when a picture 

gets taken.

The new HTC One, like its predecessor, offers the largest aperture on the market, with an f/2.0, which allows 

44% more light through than the f/2.4 aperture on the iPhone 5, and more than 90% more light than the 

Samsung GS3’s f/2.6  The result is dramatically improved image quality in low light conditions.  

Aperture is measured in f-stops, with the smallest 

f-stop numbers representing the largest apertures.
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OPTICAL IMAGE STABILIZATION - 
SIGNIFICANT CLARITY IMPROVEMENTS

One of the biggest complaints about

smartphone cameras has been blurry 

photos. There are two main reasons 

for this:

1.   Length of time required to capture an image, 

     resulting in misaligned light streams coming into 

     the sensor.

2.  The physical shaking of the hand while holding 

     the camera or pressing the shutter button.

To address the first issue, HTC's camera is now capable 

of capturing full size photos in up to 1/48 of a second, 

compared to 1/30 of a second from other competitors 

and the HTC One X (2012). This is a significant improve-

ment in shutter speed on a smartphone camera,  pro-

ducing photos and videos that are sharper and clearer 

in all conditions.

This is more effective than digital stabilization used on com-
petition models, as there is real physical movement involved 
here. Digital stabilization simply takes the image or video and 
crops out parts that are shaking, resulting in lower resolution 
images, and slower time to process the stabilization.

HTC engineers have made significant progress on reducing the 
OIS component to fit within the beautiful form factor of the 
HTC One. Leading the industry standards, it can counter mo-
tion on two axis and operates at an unprecedented frequency 
of 2000Hz, which means it detects pitch and yaw movements 
of the camera, and adjusts for those movements, 2000 times a 
second. This is much faster than any comparable phone 

In terms of dealing with physical motions, we have 

installed a physical optical image stabilizer (OIS) on 

the HTC One. While OIS is not new to digital cameras, 

this is a significant milestone for smartphone cameras. 

HTC’s dedicated imaging gyroscope effectively detects 

the motion of the camera, and the lens will physically 

move in the opposite direction of the motion to count-

er the shake induced on a phone.

camera with OIS. While other OIS systems might only com-
pensate on one plane of motion, HTC’s system is designed so 
that the lens tilt an average of 1 degree in all directions from 
its center point, capable of countering motion from various 
movement angles. 

The combination of HTC’s hypersensitive UltraPixels Sensor, 
high-frequency Optical Image Stabilization, faster shutter 
speed, and large f/2.0 aperture means users not only get
fantastic pictures and video of inanimate objects in low light, 
but they can capture blur-less action shots without a flash. 
In other words: incredible shots of fast moving things and 
people in poor light, whether indoors or outside!
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When taking photos, OIS compensates for movements of 

the user’s hand. This is more necessary with slower shut-

ter speeds, and testing in our labs has shown that OIS 

effectively produces clear, blur-free photos at shutter 

speeds as slow as 1/7.5 of second. However, the camera 

will rarely, if ever need to shoot at that speed, due to the 

new sensor’s ability to capture lowlight photos at faster 

shutter speeds up to 1/48 of a second.

For taking videos, one of the biggest challenges has 

always been capturing smooth footage. When holding 

the camera with bare hands, even small movements 

are quite noticeable. With the 2-axis OIS in operation, 

background shakes are effectively removed, resulting 

in videos that look smooth and steady, mimicking 

smooth panning used with professional video 

equipment.

OPTICAL IMAGE STABILIZATION - 
SIGNIFICANT CLARITY IMPROVEMENTS
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HTC ULTRAPIXEL CAMERA - BETTER PICTURES FOR EVERYONE

Richer images in low light. Reduced motion blur. 

Uncompressed or minimally compressed photos. It 

turns out you don’t need all those megapixels when 

you have more refined light sensors and smarter tech-

nology. HTC is proud to offer customers advanced 

technology that allows for the most stunning pictures 

available on today’s smartphones.

The following table summarizes the key qualities of 

UltraPixel and additional innovations that complete 

the imaging system, as well as quantitative compari-

sons to competitors’ offerings on the market.
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SPECIFICATIONS

HTC UltraPixel Camera 

Sensor Type

Focal Length of System

Sensor Size

Optical F/# Aperture

Sensor Pixel Size

Number of Lens Elements

Optical Image Stabilizer

ImageChip / ISP Enhancements

Maximum frames per second

Camera Full Size Resolution

Video Resolutions

CMOS BSI

1/3'

2 mm X 2 mm

3.82 mm

F/2.0

5P

2-axis, +/- 1 degree (average), 2000 cycles per second

HTC continuous autofocus algorithm (~200ms), 
De-noise algorithm, color shading for lens compensation

Up to 8fps continuous shooting

2688 x 1520 16:9 ratio

JPEG 

Shutter speed up to 48fps with reduced motion blur

1080P up to 30fps
720P up to 60fps

1080P with HDR up to 28fps
768x432 up to 96fps 

H.264 high profile, up to 20mbps

Lens with F2.0 aperture

2.0 mm pixel size

2-axis optical image stabilizer

Real-time hardware
HDR for video (91.7 dB)

Typical Smartphone Camera

Lens with F2.8 aperture

~1.4 mm pixel size (on typical 8MP sensors)

~1.1 mm pixel size (on typical 13MP sensors)

Digital or no image stabilizer

No video HDR (~64 dB)

Difference

1.96x more light entry than F2.8

2.04x more sensitivity than 1.4 mm

3.31x more sensitivty than 1.1 mm

Allowing longer exposure with
more stability, resulting in higher quality 

photos with lower noise 
and better lowlight sensitivity

~24x more dynamic range with
91.7 dB compared to 64 dB in competitions
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APPENDIX - LOW LIGHT COMPARISON

HTC One

IPhone 5

Samsung Galaxy S3

Sony Xperia T
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APPENDIX - SUPER LOW LIGHT COMPARISON (A)

HTC One

IPhone 5

Samsung Galaxy S3

Sony Xperia T
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APPENDIX - SUPER LOW LIGHT COMPARISON (B)

HTC One

IPhone 5

Samsung Galaxy S3

Sony Xperia T


